TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
THURGOOD MARSHALL SCHOOL OF LAW
FALL 2017 BOOKLIST

FIRST YEAR COURSES - SECTION 1
PROPERTY I-LAW 506 – Professor Festa Sec. 1
Title: PROPERTY, Concise Edition
Author: Dukeminier
Edition: Second
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-8178-0

CONTRACTS II-LAW 504- PROFESSOR J. DOUGLAS
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle PACKAGE)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-4868-224 (Order Bundle)

CONTRACTS I-LAW 504- Professor Douglas
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: 2017-18
Publisher: Aspen
ISBN: (ORDER BUNDLE)
**TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Fain**
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: LATEST
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1609304072

**CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 510-Professor Vukadin Sec.1**
Title: Civil, Procedure, A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES

**CIVIL PROCEDURE-Federal Civil Rules Supplement**
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-6832811-9-
FIRST YEAR COURSES -SECTION 2
PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Colon
Title: Property Custom TSU PKG
Author: Colon
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: Kluwer (Custom book)
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454823735

PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Colon
Title: Property Law Simulations
Author: Sprankling
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314-277886

PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Colon
Title: “A Possessory Estates”
Author: Wendel
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-031418369-9-

CONTRACTS 1-LAW 504 Professor Merije
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Casebook)
Author: Blum
Edition: 4th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN-978-1-4-5486835-4
TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Pollard
Title: Torts and Compensation, Personal Accountability and Social Responsibility for Injury
(Casebook) & Materials
Author: Dan Dobbs, Paul Hayden & Ellen Bublick
Edition: 7th, 2013
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314278623

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 510-Professor A. Otero Sec.2
Title: Civil, Procedure, A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES

CIVIL PROCEDURE - Federal Civil Rules Supplement-
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED. RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: 20th
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-6832811-9-
FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 3

PROPERTY I-LAW 506-Professor Kleven
Title: Property
Author: Bernhardt
Edition: 6th
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-314275509

PROPERTY I- LAW 506- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Anthology
Author: Chused
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-8-7084735-6

PROPERTY - LAW 506- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Law
Author: Kleven
Edition: Vol. 1
Required: Yes
Location: (Pick–UP from the Student Center-Room 231)
CONTRACTS 1-LAW 504 Professor Wu
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle Package)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes

CONTRACTS 1-LAW 504- Professor Wu
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: 2017-2018
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-48405-96 (Bundle Order)

TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Weeden
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1609304072
CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW: 510-Professor M. James Sec.3
Title: Civil, Procedure, A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES

CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED.RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-6832811-9-
FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 4

PROPERTY I-LAW 508 –Professor A. Johnson Tekle
Title: Property A Contemporary Approach
Author: Sprinkling & Coletra
Edition: 1st
Publisher: Aspen
Required:
ISBN:

PROPERTY II-LAW 506 –Professor Tekle
Title: Property Law Simulations
Author: Sprankling
Edition:
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314-277886
**PROPERTY II-LAW 506 –Professor Tekle**
Title: Students Guide to Estate
Author: Lawrence
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: Bender
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-4-2249874-3

**PROPERTY II-LAW 506 –Professor Tekle**
Title: Open Books
Author: Friedman
Edition:
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Recommend
ISBN: 978-1-4-5480607-3

**CONTRACTS I1-LAW 504 Professor F. Jackson**
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle Package)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-4868-224(Order Bundle)

**CONTRACTS II-Law 505- Professor F. Jackson**
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: 2017-2018
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes

**TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Pollard**
Title: Torts & Compensation
Author: Dobbs
Edition: Latest (Course)
Publisher: West Group
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-314-18490-0

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 510-Professor Anga Sec.4
Title: Civil, Procedure, A Coursebook
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN-978-14554851332

CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED.RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-6832811-9-

Lawyering Process 1-LAW 900- Professor S. Lewis & Kelsaw & Bostic& Evans & Jones& Kelly
Title: “Legal Analysis: 100 Exercise for Mastery, (Legal Analysis)
Author: Hill & Vukadin
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1422483244

Lawyering Process 1-LAW 900-Professor Anga, Lewis, & Kelsaw& Bostic& Evans & Jones & Kelly
Title: A Lawyer Writes A Practice Guide to Legal Analysis
Author: Christine Coughlin
Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930-Professor Anga, Kelsaw, Evans McElroy& Jones & Lewis
Title: Blue Book: Uniform System of Citation
Author: Harvard Law
Edition: 20th
Publisher: NACSCORP
Required: Yes

Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930- Kelsaw & Jones &Anga
Title: Plain English for Lawyers
Author: Wydick
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Caroline Academic Press
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-3-1245025-0

Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930- Professor Kelsaw
Title: The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style
Author: Garner
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Recommend

Lawyering Process 11-LAW 930- & Kelsaw, & Anga & Evans & Jones
Title: Texas Rules of Form
Author: University of Texas Law
Edition: 12th
Lawyering Process/Writing - LAW 900-Professor Kelley- Sec 1 thru 12
Title: Just Writing for two Legal Writer
Author: Enquist & Oates
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-8080-6

Lawyering Process/Writing - LAW 900-Professor Kelly Sec.1-12
Title: The Redbook Manual as Legal Style
Author: Garner
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West Group
Required: Recommend
ISBN: 978-0314289018
FIRST YEAR COURSE
Lawyering Process/Legal Research
Lawyering Process/LEGAL RESEARCH -LAW 900
Professor Spearman & Collins, Sofidiya, & Long
Title: Blue Book: Uniform System of Citation
Author: Harvard Law
Edition: 20th
Publisher: NACSCORP
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-692400197

Lawyering Process/LEGAL RESEARCH -LAW 900-
Professor Spearman & Collins, Norris, Long, Sofidiya
Title: Basic Legal Research Tool & Strategies
Author: Amy Sloan
Edition: 6th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454850403
SECOND YEAR COURSE
SECOND YEAR REQUIRED (Must Be Taken this Semester)
Constitutional Law -512 Sec 1 Professor Levy & C. Jackson Sec. 4
Title: Constitutional Law Cases AND Materials (Aspen Select Series)
Author: Martin L. Levy and Craig L. Jackson
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-45881469;
ISBN: 10-1454881461

Constitutional Law -LAW 512 Sec. 2- Professor Weeden
Title: Constitutional Law (CASEBOOK) & Supplement
Author: Sullivan
Edition: 19th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-60930251

Constitutional Law -LAW 512 Sec. 2- Professor Weeden
Title: Constitutional Law Supplement
Author: Sullivan
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-5-9941676-2

Constitutional Law -LAW 512 Sec.3- Professor Fain
Title: Principles and Polices Case and Materials
Author: Barron Dienes, McCormack and Redish
Constitutional Law -LAW 512 Sec. 3- Professor Fain
Title: Supplement -Principles and Polices Case and Materials
Author: Barron Dienes, McCormack and Redish
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes
ISBN:

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Sanders Sec. 1
Title: Fisher’s Evidence
Author: George Fisher
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: Foundation
Required: Yes

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Otero Sec. 2
Title: Evidence Law’s Practice and Rules
Author: Arthur Best
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145480812-1

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Otero Sec. 2
Title: Federal Evidence Rule
Author: West
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Holley Sec.3
Title: Modern Approach to Evidence
Author: Lempert, Gross
Edition: 4th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Holley Sec.3
Title: Federal Evidence Rule
Author: West
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Spearit Sec. 4
Title: Cases and Materials on the Rules of Evidence
Author: Olin Guy Welborn III
Edition: 7TH
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes

Evidence -LAW 600– Professor Spearit Sec. 4
Title: Federal Rules of Evidence: With Advisory Committee Notes and Legislative History
Author: Christopher B. Mueller & Laird C. Kirkpatrick
Edition: 2013
Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor Butler-SEC.1
Title: Legal Writing, Examples & Explanation (2011)
Author: Pollman et al
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer Law & Business
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0735597303

Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor Butler-SEC.1
Title: Plain English for Lawyers
Author: Richard Wydick
Edition: 5th (Most Recent Edition)
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes
ISBN: 1694601518

Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor Butler-SEC.1
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 20th (most recent edition)
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-6000-143299
**Appellate Litigation – LAW 920- Professor-Landau**

*Title: A Practical Guide to Appellate Advocacy*
*Author: Mary Beth Beazley*
*Edition: 3rd*
*Publisher: Aspen*
*Required: Yes*
*ISBN: 978-73558510-2*

**Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor & Landau**

*Title: The Redbook – A Manual on Legal Style*
*Author: Bryant Garner et al.*
*Edition: 3rd*
*Publisher: West*
*Required: Yes*
*ISBN: 978-0314289018*

**Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor Landau**

*Title: Point Made*
*Author: Ross Guberman*
*Edition: 2nd*
*Publisher: Aspen*
*Required: Yes*
*ISBN: 978-0195394870*

**Appellate Litigation – LAW 920-Professor TBA**

*Title: Legal Writing Process Analysis and Organization*
*Author: Linda Edward*
*Edition: 6th*
*Publisher: Kluwer*
*Required: Yes*
*ISBN: 978—14548-415*
Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Landau
Title: The Green Book: Texas Rules of Form
Author: Texas L. Rev.
Edition: 13th
Publisher: Texas LAW
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1878674081

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Landau & Professor George
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 20TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-6-15356116-1

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920- Professor George
Title: The Winning Brief: 100 Tip for Persuasive Briefing
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 3th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0199378357

Appellate Litigation –Law 920-Professor George
O’Connor’s Texas Civil Appeals 2017
978-1-59839-271-5

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920- Professor Landau & Professor George
Title: The Green Book: Texas Rules of Form
Author: Texas L. Rev.
Edition: 13th
Publisher: Texas LAW
Required: Yes
ISBN: 1-878674-09-9-
Business Associations - LAW 640 - Professor Duruigbo
Title: Texas Business Associations
Author: M Johnson & Duruigbo
Edition:
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454883395

Business Associations - LAW 640 - Professor Marchetti
Title: Cases and Materials on Corporation on Other Business Entities
Author: Lee Harris
Edition:
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-7355-9339-8

Commercial Law - LAW 610 - Professor Green Sec. 2&3
Title: Problems and Materials on Commercial Law (CASEBOOK)
Author: Whaley
Edition: 11TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454807193

Commercial Law - LAW 610 - Professor Green Sec. 2&3
Title: Comprehensive Commercial Law Statutes Suppl
Author: Elizabeth Warren & Robert Mann
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454827849
Commercial Law- LAW 610-Professor Marchetti
Title: Problems and Materials on Commercial Law (CASEBOOK)
Author: Whaley
Edition: 10TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes

Wills & Trusts –LAW 650-Professors Carrington
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates (Casebook)
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454824572

Wills & Trusts –LAW 650-Professors Carrington
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates Smart E Bund 1st
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN:

Wills & Trusts –LAW 650- Carrington
Title: Professor’s Materials from Kwik Kopy

Wills & Trusts LAW 650-Professors Hill–Sec.2
Title: Contemporary Trusts and Estates: An Experiential Approach
Author: Gary
Edition: 9th
Publisher: W. Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454851424
SECOND YEAR or THIRD YEAR ELECTIVES BUT PARTIALLY REQUIRED FOR CLASS 2018

Federal Income Taxation -LAW 740-Professor Aitsebaomo& Beard
Title: Fundamental of Federal Income Taxation
Author: Freeland/Lathrope/Stephen
Edition: 18th
Publisher: Foundation Press
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1609-303570

Federal Income Taxation -LAW 740-Professor Aitsebaomo Beard
Title: Selected Federal Taxation Statutes & Regulation
Author: Lathrope
Edition: 2017
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1634604345
SECOND YEAR OR YEAR PARTIALLY REQUIRED COURSES:

Consumer Rights - LAW 711- Professor Merije & Professor M. James
Title: Texas Consumer Law (Casebook)
Author: Alderman
Publisher: Grail & Tucker Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-160503-0340

Professional Responsibility- LAW 620-Professor SpearIt Sec. 1
Title: Ethical Problem in the Practice of Law
Author: Lerman
Edition: 2015-16
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer Law and Business in New York
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145481912 (this is a paperback)

Professional Responsibility- LAW 620 Section 2-Professor Erica Littlejohn Burnette
Title: Professional Responsibility –A Contemporary Approach
Author: Pearce, Capra, Green, Knake, Terry
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1634600163

Professional Responsibility- LAW 620 Section 3-Professor TBA
Professional Responsibility-LAW 620-Professor Nguyen Section 4
Title: Professional Responsibility: Basic Concepts
Edition:
Author: Marcia Johnson and Luckett Anthony Johnson
Publisher: Aten Group, LLC
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-9896936-3-9
ISBN: 10-0989693635

Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor A. James
Title: Family Law Casebooks
Author: Areen
Edition: 20th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1609-300-0548

Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor A. James
Title: 2016 Supplement Family
Author: West
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1634-603050

Domestic Relations-LAW 725 Professor A. James
Title: Texas Family Code
Author: West
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314815194
SECOND YEAR REQUIRED COURSES: Partially Required for Class 2018
Consumer Rights -LAW 711- Professor Merije & Professor M. James
Title: Texas Consumer Law (Casebook)
Author: Alderman
Publisher: Grail & Tucker Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-160503-0340

Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor A. James-Sec.1
Title: 2016 Supplement Family
Author: West
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1634-603050

Domestic Relations-LAW 725 Professor A. James –Sec.1
Title: Texas Family Code
Author: West
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314815194

Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor Walker Sec.2
Title: Family Law Case and Material Casebook
Author: Areen
Edition: 6th
Publisher: Foundation Press
Required: yes
ISBN: 978-16093-054-8
Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor Walker-Sec.2
Title: Texas Family Code, West Texas Statues and Codes
Author: West
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor Beard
Title: Modern Family Law Case & Materials
Author: Weisberg & Appleton
Edition: Latest 2011
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-7355-8464-8

Domestic Relations-LAW 725 Professor Beard–Sec.2
Title: Texas Family Code
Author: West
Edition: 2017
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314815194
THIRD YEAR BAR REVIEW
ADVANCED BAR REVIEW LAW 982- Professor Aitsebaomo
Title: Professor will provide materials

MULTISTATE PERFORMANT TEST MPT LAW 990-Professor Harrison
Title: Professor will provide materials

Street Law Clinic 915- Professor Daniels
Title: Professor will provide materials
**ELECTIVE COURSE**

Entertainment LAW 791-- Professor Anderson  
Title: Music Industry Contract Law Case and Form  
Author: Ricky Anderson & Walter Champion  
Edition: 1st  
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-1454-877530

Civil Rights Law 747-Professor Salinas  
Title: U.S. Latinos and Criminal Injustice  
Author: Michigan State University Press  
Edition:  
Publisher: Thomson-West  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-161186-176-1

Local Government LAW 757-Professor Kleven  
Title: Education Policy & Law  
Author: Frug et al  
Edition: 6th  
Publisher: West  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-1-62810-6250

Bankruptcy-LAW 715- Professor Leal  
Title: Bankruptcy: Cases & Problem & Material  
Author: Adler  
Edition: 4th  
Publisher: Foundation  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-01-587787517-7
Bankruptcy-LAW 715- Professor Leal
Title: United States Bankruptcy Code & Rules Booklet
Author:
Edition: 2013
Publisher: Legal PUB
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-934852231

Employment Law 825-Professor Stephen Smith
Title: Employment Law Case & Materials
Author: Rothstein
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Foundation Press
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-609304492

Federal Jurisdiction -LAW 602 -Professor Levy & Leal
Title: Federal Courts
Author: Currie
Edition: 4th 1990
Publisher: West Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-03-14-744852

Sports Law -LAW 789-Professor Champion
Title: Sport Law Case Docs. & Materials
Author: Champion
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Aspen Select
Required: Yes
Recreation Injuries Sport LAW 723-Professor Champion
Title: Cases Document and Material
Author: Champion
Edition: 1st
Publisher: Aspen Select
Required: Yes

Oil & Gas LAW 721- Professor Duruigbo
Title: Oil & Gas
Author: Lowe
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

Oil & Gas LAW 721- Professor Duruigbo
Title: Forms Manual to Accompany Case & Materials on Oil & Gas
Author: Lowe
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314184979

International LAW 760- Professor C. Jackson
Title: International Law Cases and Materials
Author: Lori Fisler Damrosch and Sean Murphy
Publisher: Academic Casebook Press
Edition: 6th
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-03-314-28643-7
Intellectual Property LAW 854- Professor Ransom
Title: A Survey of the Law
Author: Ned Snow
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Edition: 2017
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1531001797

Advance Criminal Procedure -LAW 730– Professor Holley Sec.1
Title: Casebook-Advanced Criminal Procedure
Author: Kamisar, LaFAve, Israel, Kerr, Primus
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West Academics
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-63459-496-7

Advance Criminal Procedure -LAW 730– Professor Holley Sec.1
Title: Casebook-Advanced Criminal Procedure (Supplement)
Author: Kamisar, LaFAve, Israel, Kerr, Primus
Edition: 2017 Supplement
Publisher: West Academics
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-63460-759-8

Adv. Legal Analysis –Law 832 – Professor Mouton
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
Communication - LAW 714 - Professor Ransom
Title: Media Law: Case and Material
Author:
Edition: 9th (2016)
Publisher: Foundation Press (West Academic)
Required: Yes
ISBN-978-16099304676

Texas Property Law 832 - Professor Tekle
Title: “Primer on the Texas Law of Oil and Gas
Author: Shade and Blackwell
Edition: 5th
Publisher: LexisNexis
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-7698-8090-7

Advanced Legal Analysis- LAW 832- Professor Mouton
Title: Lost in Translation
Author: Fandl
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes

Juvenile LAW 726- Professor Walker
Title: Cases and Materials in Juvenile
Author: Eric Smithburn
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Lexis – Nexis
Required: Yes
Clinical Course–Fall 2017
CIVIL LAW CLINIC-LAW 935- Professor Harmon
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et. al
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-3098-6

CIVIL LAW CLINIC-LAW 935- Professor Harmon
Title: Texas Family Code plus
Author: Jenkins, et al
Edition: 2016-17
Publisher: Jones McClure
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-159839-244-9

Civil Law Clinic -LAW 935- Professor Cartwright
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et.al
Edition: 5th
Publisher Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-3098-6

Criminal Law Clinic/LAW 960-Professor L. Johnson Sec. 1
Title: Texas Estates Code Plus
Author: Fair, et,al
Edition: 2017-2018
Publisher O’ Connors
Required: Yes
Criminal Law Externship-LAW 907/908-Professor Ledesma
Title: Learning From Practice
Author: Ogilvy Wortham Lerman
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes

Civil Externship-LAW 932-Professor Ledesma
Title: Texas Legal Malpractice & Lawyer Discipline
Author: Charles Herring.
Edition: 13th
Publisher: Texas lawyer and ALM
Required: Yes

Judicial Externship-LAW 909- Professors Ledesma
Title: In Chambers
Author: Jennifer Sheppard
Edition: Latest
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN:

INNOCENCE PRACTICE LAW 822/823- Professor Haughton
Title: Wrongful Convictions, Case and Materials
Author: Brooks, Justin
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Vandeplas
Required: Yes
INNOCENCE PRACTICE LAW 822/823- Professor Haughton
Title: Actual Innocence When Justice Goes Wrong and How to Fix
Author: Scheck, Neufeld & Dwyer
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Doubleday
Required: Recommended